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VALUATION REPORTS

Moderator: MICHAEL J. MAHONEY. Panelists: Waiter J. Mctaughlin,

PAUL W. ROBBERSON, STEPHEN G. SINGER.

What a complete report should contain.

The report as a consulting tool.

MR. PAUL W. ROBBERSON: Towers, Perrin, Forster and _osby actuarial val-
uation reports, while written by individual actuaries, are based on a
model report. Each report contains four main segments as follows :

i. A one page mlv_a_y listing the highlights of the report.

2. The main body of the report which gives the major results of
the valuation for the current and previous years.

3. Supporting tables which give further detail and reconciliation
of the results presented in the main body of the report.

4. A tax exhibit which presents the final maximum tax deductible

limit and minimum t_mding standard account for the previous
year.

The main body of the report contains basic valuation results, pension ex-
pense considerations, funded status, and a brief description of methods,
assumptions and experience. Supporting tables contain detailed summaries
of funding method liabilities and assets as well as accrued benefit
present values. Also contained in the tables are a detailed su_ of
actuarial methods and assumptions, a sum_ of plan provisions and a

summary of active participant data and a reconciliation of all participant
data. TypicaS1y, a gain and loss analysis is involved.

TPF&C actuarial valuation reports are intended to be comprehensive
technical documents and as such generally are not used to communicate
valuation results. This communication generally takes the form of some

type of summary, which is presented in person to the client. Graphic
presentations are being used more and more frequently.

A system offgraphic presentation has been developed based on techniques
presented in a report entitled "Unt_xnded Pension Liabilities, The New
Myth" written by TPF&C actuaries, Paul Gewirtz and Robert Phillips, which

appeared in the August 1978 issue of the Financial Executive. This pre-
sentation system utilizes a pie chart to represent the present value of

prospective benefits for all participants. This pie chart is appro-
priately divided to indicate the portion covered by assets, f_mding
method liability, and present value of f_xture normal costs. This is com-

pared with a separate partitioning of the pie according to the present
value of benefits broken down according to those benefits vested and in-
sured, vested but not insured, accrued but not vested and to be accrued
in the future. This presentation method has been found to be very
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effective, not only in comnunicating the results, but also the concepts,
of a valuation.

_. WALTER J. MC LAUGHLIN: At George B. Buck Consulting Actuaries, Inc.
we have a standard format for the report on the actuarial valuation. We

have only one standard format. However, the actuary may vary the format
because of the size of the plan, the type of plan and the desires of the
client. Therefore, due to special circumstances a particular valuation
report produced by Buck may vary considerably from the format I am about
to describe.

Before discussing the Buck standard format it might be of interest to note
that the usual procedure aT.Buck upon completion of the valuation is to
forward a short letter of results presenting the recommended contributions
to the client. In this results letter we inform the client that the for-

mal report _rill follow shortly. We send these contribution figures in
advance in order to expedite their co_nunication to the client.

I will review our standard format briefly by telling y_u some of the items
which we inchlde and some which _-e do not include in it.

The main sections of the Buck standard report fo_± are as follows :

(I) In the front of the report is presented a _:uanma_:of the
valuation's principal results.

(2) A discussion of the assets, including the asset valuation
method.

(3) Sections dealing with the figures of the valuation balance
sheet and derivation of the contributions payable, including
a section with respect to the funding standard account.

(_) Amounts under Opinion No. 8 of the Accounting Principles Board.

(5) Attached to the report as schedules are generally the following
items :

(a) A valuation balance sheet or table showing the derivation

of the valuation results,

(b) An outline of the actuarial assumptions and methods used,

(c) A stmm_my of the main plan provisions. We usually produce

a long and detailed plan summary,

(d) A copy of the previous year's Schedule B and the attached
actuary's notes, and

(e) Tables of employee data broken down by ages.

Not included in the Buck standard report are:

(1) A gain or loss analysis - although some actuaries do include
such an analysis in some of their reports. It is a Buck re-
quirement that a gain and loss reconciliation worksheet be
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completed before a report is released to the client.

(2) Any t_pe of statement as to the actuarial soundness of the plan
although we do include a copy of the previous year's Schedule
B where the actuary has signed the form_%l statement contained
therein.

We generally use copies of the outline of actuarial assumptions and
methods and the summs._y of the main plan provisions as the required
attachments to Schedule B of Form 5500.

Since the earliest days of the firm, Buck has had a system of peer review.
Not only are actuarial reports double checked for accuracy by the consult-
ing actuary's department, but a reviewing actuary checks that the reports
have been so checked and also completely reviews the entire report prior
to giving approval for release of the report to the client.

In the usual case where we are preparing an actuarial report for a client

for whom we had produced one the year before, we generally work from a
copy of the previous year's report in drafting this year's report. This

procedure while being a time saver can also tend to produce some occasion-
al errors to be spotted by either the checker in the consulting actuary's

department or the reviewer; such errors as:

(1) A failure to up-dete a figure from the previous report and con-
sequently the appearance of the same fligure in this year's
report.

(2) Dates not changed from the previous report.

(B) A failure to mention a change in plan benefits during the year
in the body Of the report, or to make the change An the plan
su_.

(_) A failure to mention a change in the actuarial assumptions dur-
ing the year in the body of the report, or to make the change
in the _tline of assumptions.

Another error that comes to mind which might be found by a Buck reviewer,

other than typographical errors or mathematical mistakes, would be
employee and pensioner table counts which differ from the totals shown

in the body of the report.

We at Buck take two possible views of the effect of the peer review upon
the quality of the reports as they are received for front office review

by the reviewing actuary.

- One view is that such reports have less errors in them than
they might otherwise have since more care is taken in prepar-
ing them for fear of the reviewing actuary finding errors in
them.

T_e second view is that such reports have more errors in them

than they might otherwise have, since less care is taken in
preparing them because it is realized that a reviewing actuary
will review them before they are allowed to be sent to the client.
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Clients and their advisors form an opinion of our competencebased on the
quality of our reports. Therefore, we feel our reports must be construct-
ed properly, provide sufficient information, be understandable, and lastly,
but most important, they must be as free from error as possible, both
with respect to quoted figures and the wording contained therein. There-
fore, we feel there is a definite need for a peer review in the product-
ion of our finalized actuarial report. Our added responsibilities under
ERISA make this review even more of a necessity.

This remin_ me of the story of three telegrams between an actuary and
his lawyer.

Actuary's telegram: WIRE ME HOW MY CASE CAME OUT.

Lawyer's telegram in reply: RIGHT HAS TRIUMPHED.

Actuary's return telegram: APPEAL IMMEDIATELY.

Ideally we would like the consulting actuary to deliver the report and
review it with the client at that time, or possibly to meet with the
client shortly after the report is mailed to review its contents. Un-
fortunately in practice this ideal is too seldom realized because of a
number of reasons. Chief among these is the demand upon the time of
both the consulting actuary and the representative of the client which
made it difficult to arrange a meeting around the time the report is com-
pleted. Also there is the problem of adding to the client's bill. As
someone once said, '_alk's cheap...if actuaries don't do the talking."

However, where such a meeting is arranged, the actuary will review with
the client all the main figures in the report. Previously I mentioned
that we donot normally include a gain and loss analysis in our reports.
Therefore, at a conference, the actuary will generally take this oppor-
tunity to review the main experience items which have affected the con-
tribution rate during the year. Possibly the actuary may indicate to
the client that he intends to change an assumption because of the ex-
perience trends. At such a meeting the client may request that some
additional information, which he feels that he needs, be added to future
reports.

I believe the actuarial report is an advantageous consulting tool when
the report has been constructed properly and given an in-depth, oral pre-
sentation by a knowledgeable actuary.

MR. STEPHEN G. SINGER: Reporting of pension costs must satisfy a variety
of needs.

These are ...

_o communicate the contribution requirements for the year under
study and the relationship between assets and liabilities on the
valuation date ;

to provide the corporate auditor and plan auditor the actuarial in-
formation necessary for preparation of his report;

to provide information required for completion of government forms
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including the actuary's opinion required by ERISA;

to provide a recap of the input to the actuarial valuation. Input
consists of the plan provisions, the employee data and the fin-
ancial data. The accuracy of the results reported are dependent

upon the accuracy of these input items;

to describe and document the actuarial assumptions, actuarial
methods and special procedures used in the computation of the
results;

to provide information to the employee group affected by the plan
on the funding progress of the plan;

to give the plan sponsor an understanding of the demographic and
economic forces which led to the finsd results.

In the past, and too often today, the needs of the plan sponsor, generally
corporate management, have been the least well served. Actuarial reports
have been all too successful in obscuring the information which management
requires, because of the volnme of technical material which is included for
other purposes, because of the apparent similarity of many terms which,
in fact, represent quite different items, and because of the pervasive
use of obtuse technical jargon and concepts.

A _Irther obstacle to comprehension in the case of the corporate plan

sponsor is the multiplicity of results which are generated when many re-
ports covering many plans are presented within a short time frame. Here
management suffers from a massive overdose of detail.

We, at Hansen, recommend a system of pension cost reporting which is in-
tended to provide management with the information it requires - an over-
view of the important findings in a format meaningful to the audience for

which it was prepared - and at the same time satisfy the traditional
technical requirements of the report.

Since we feel that these two objectives are by and large mutually ex-
clusive, our approacl% quite simply, involves preparation of two reports --

a technical report that we call the actuarial report and a second report
which we call the management report which is designed to satisfy the
client's need for information.

Looking at the actuarial report first: The premises which give rise to
the report structure we adhere to are that the actuarial report is not
a consulting tool. It is a technical document complete enough to enable
another actuary substantially to reconstruct the results. Because of the

wide audience this report can find, it is a rather public docnment. In

fact, we believe it is a totally public document. Accordingly, we keep
the content of the report to a factual standard presentation of the perti-
nent results.

For several practical reasons the format and content of this report are
strictly controlled. We have prepared several standard report formats to
fit essentially the universe of report possibilities. Beyond selecting

between acceptable variations, our actuaries are not allowed to make
changes.
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This approach we believe has severaladvantages ...

The first is quality assurance - we specify minimum content - that
content is in every report.

The second is operational economics - we produce several thousa_d
reports a year - we need some degree of standardization to enable us
to produce a quality product at acceptable cost. The stand_dization

helps in several ways ...

- Our computer programs a_e easily designed to r_roduce the
specific items we need (this gives us uniformity of cal-

culational approach also).

Our word processing equipment gives us the typed copy quite
efficiently.

Our people are easily trained ir_whs_t should go into an_"
specific item in the report.

Finally, you have the adv_r_tage of increased f_n_iar-,'ty
of what comes where _n the report, both by the clients a_d
by our o_n personnel who nnlst audit the report.

The last satisfies our rather strong feeling that an actuarial report

ffrom Hansen should be constant regardless of by whom and where pre-
pared.

The report conta'ns the fo)_lowing exhibits:

Aetuary's opinion letter

Contribution Requirements (m_nir_tm, maximum and recommended)

Funded Status of the Plan

Description of, and the financia_ effect of changes in plan pro-
visions_ assumptions or methods.

Development of Normal Cost

Development of the UnDanded Past Service Liability

Development of Contribution Requirements

Description of Method and Assumptions

Summary of Financial Data used and Development of Valuation Assets
(if necessary)

Summaries of the employees valued

Summaries of the Plan Provisions considered

Glossary.
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The report as described should satisfy all of the put,poses for a valuation
report I described earlier save one -- management's need for information.

To address that need and to be the consulting tool the actuarial report

_s not, a second report has been developed.

More specifically, this report is intended ...

to provide man84_ement _ith an _zerview of the effects of the
actuarial experience and secular developments on pension expense;

to provide detail on the efifect on the individual plans serviced
of experience factors to the extent noT. covered by the individual
a_tuarial reports ;

to d_scuss current developments in the employee benefit field which
might have _mplieatio_:7 in the _iture on the design, financing and/or
a_Zmln_&T.rationof the covered benefit programs;

to present specific reco._.endaiJons for changes in plan design and
actuarial or adLministrative practices;

to provide co:_so!idated schedules _'hich will highlight the differ-
ences in actuarial practices and results _erom plan to plan;

to provide a comprehensive, self-contained reference source for the
most !m[:ortant facts and s±atistics regarr3/ng the clients' plans.

This report is _ree form. It is tailor-made for the audience to which it

is intended. Nevertheless, it might be instructive to discuss a typical
red,err. Finally, since the simpler s_tuat_on _s an obvious moddfication

of the more complicated ease, _t is most inst__ctive to discuss the .more
complicated situation -- the corporate entity which sponsors many (at
least more than one) plans.

We might begin at the back of the report s_ndwork forward.

First we have the consolidated exhibits ...

The intent of this section is to collate the mass of detail which could

exist in multiple plans and provide like informmtion in a number of con-
solidated exhibits. Such exhibits include ...

Cootribut ion requirements

Actuarial data - normal costs, unfunded liabilities, Funding
Standard Account credit or debit balances

Benefit security

Benefit payout projections

Asset values

Nummrlc&l reconciliation of contribution requirements
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Plan summaries

Assumption and method summaries

Participant reconciliations

In a separate set of appendices we give a detailed analysis of experience
for each plan.

The report itself consists of textual analysis of the valuation results.
This is given as an overview of the experience of all plans.

The intent here is to highlight significant occurrences and give the fin-
ancisd effect - but on a consol_dated basis which permits management to
focus _n on the gross results. The financial effect of deviations _rom
assumptions is related to some measure which the client might be able to
understand - rate of _nvestment return, _ross rate of salary increase, or
gross turnover rate.

Also included in the technical an&lys_s section are comments on funding;

progress (against the benefit security measures) and discuaslon of the
investment implication of the cash payout projections.

We conclude "_th an evaluation of the assttmptions and reeore_endations for
change, where indicated.

The next section is a discussion of current developments in the Employee
Benefit field which might have implications for Plan Design, and/or ad-
mini strative practices.

Topics included here are prior laws and regulations (such as mandato_j
retirement, asset valuation and maximum deductible contributions), pro-
posed or pending legislation such as PBGC changes, reversed integration
requirements and mandator-j retirement, the ERISA improvements bill and
significant court cases (Daniel and Manhart).

Finally, we tie it all together _th a section on our recomsnendations for
changes in plan design, adm_nlstrative and a_tuarial practices.

It should be noted that the management report is not provided to all clients.
It is expensive. It works best with a multi-plan sponsor (although it

works well enough for a single plan) and it takes a lot of forethought and
preparation time. Sometimes it is replaced by a letter. Sometimes only
a meeting is held to discuss the actuarial findings.

In general, we have found that our clients like this approach -- the
management report becomes their reference base. The valuation reports are
referred to only for highly technical information -- that is to say_ rarely
by top management - more frequently by auditors and plan administrators
and since our standard actuarial report is often attached to the Schedule B,

even oceasions/ly by plan participants.

MR. MICHAEL J. MAHONEY : At Milliman and Robertson, the actuarial reports

are somewhat individualized, but we do have some broad guidelines as to
the basic elements that should be contained in that report. We have no

specific wordings, form_ts_ or proced_reswhich each actlxary must follow.
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We do, however, have a peer review procedure whereby the pension actuarial
work in each office is audited by a pension actuary from another office.
Thus the peer review is a post review and its main purpose is to assure
that the reports and other pension actuarial work is meeting M. and R.
standards.

We have heard in the presentations how four different firms address the
problems of actuarial reports, reviews, and control checks. Are there any
questions or comments?

MR. WIToT.!AMW. FET.T.w_S: At the Wyatt Company we follow the Milliman and
Robertson approach of not having standard reports. This approach can lead
to some problems. One problem is to distinguish between actuarial

"puffery" - which is where the actuary is given complete rein - and the
basics. Through a pest-valuation peer review process such as Mr. Mahoney

has described, we now and then find that situation, and ask the actuary,
"Are you really telling the client what he wants to know? Are you keeping
to the basics?".

In connection with the management type of report, what we have done on
occasion, usually for a large client, is to prepare a rough draft of the
report, including whatever the actuary thinks is appropriate, and before

finalizing that report, the actuary reviews the draft with the client to
see if the report contains what he really wants, or if sc_e of the act-
uarial "puffery" should be removed. A final report is then produced that
is agreeable between the client and actuary. I have found this process

to be quite helpful in reducing a large and growing report with more and
more schedules to what is essential. This process would be followed
perhaps every three to five years.

Another point concerning the evolution of a report occurred to me in
the process of reviewing the reports of the various Wyatt Company offices.
One office concluded that the actuarial report should now really be

Schedule B and its attachments. Their reasoning was that someone might
ask for the actuarial report, and they would prefer the actuarial report
to be Just what is presented as a part of Schedule B and is public infor-
mation. Covering letters and the supplementary material accompanying the
Schedule B attachments would then represent the management-type report
which might be discussed with the client.

In a way then, we have come full circle. The Wyatt Company started out
with a basic standard type of report showing valuation results, derivation
of maximam and minimmm contributions, _,m,_ization of valuation data,
plan su_nary, actuarial assumptions and methodology, and a comparison and
discussion of valuation results one year to the next. Later, we began the
practice of having reports prepared by different actuaries, which we still

follow to some extent. However, we are now back to wondering if the act-
uarial report should again be standardized - essentially the Schedule B.

MR. DAVID ROSENSERG: At Johnson and Higgins, we consider it important to
include a gain and loss analysis in our actuarial reports. Why is this

not given more attention by some of the speakers?

MR. SINGER: We also produce a gain and loss analysis through our computer
system. We choose not to include it in the actuarial report because it
could be potentially misunderstood, possibly sensitive information that
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we would rather not share with the public. The gain and loss discussion
would go into our management report or a supplementary letter, or be dis-
cussed at a client meeting.

MR. MC LAUGHLIN: It has been Buck's policy for many years not to include

a gain or loss analysis in the report. We do a gain or loss analysis for
ourselves, checking on the main reasons for the change in the contribution
rate. The actuary would go over the gain or loss when discussing the re-
port with the client.

MR. ROBBERSON: If I choose to think of gain and loss in terms of
the elements that have affected the change in expense - namely, change in
normal cost and change in amortization of supplemental liability - then
TPF&C reports contain three areas in which that is analyzed.

The first is a presentation of the major reasons why the normal cost and
unfunded liability changed, such as :

- change in the profile of a covered group,
change in the plan,

- total gain or loss,
- amortization payments since last year_
- changes in method or assumptions.

Thus, it is a broad categorization of forces which have acted to change
the expense level.

The second is a breakdown of the aggregate gain or loss into that which
arises from asset sources against the investment assumption, and the total
amount which has arisen from liability sources.

The third, optional but contained in most reports as a supporting table,
is gain and loss by source. Recently that has been streamlined in our
model reports from a fairly extensive discussion to a short rendition
covering gain or loss from salary changes, turnover, mortality, and so
forth.

MR. MAHONEY: Based on a sampling of M. and R. reports which I have seen,
the gain and loss analysis is not a standard procedure in our reports.
In some situations where a significant change in costs or amortization
amounts occurred, the major elements accounting for the change (about
85%) were highlighted, but there was not detail accounting of the total
gain or loss.

MR. FELLERS: Wyatt Company reports are not heavy on the gain and loss
either. The basic reason is that we view the gain or loss as short range
- i.e., what happened last year. What we are really seeking is long range.

If the contribution requirement went up significantly, the reason is

usually apparent - salaries increased more than assumed, or assets, say,
earned less than assumed. The major reasons why the contribution changed

can usually be pinpointed. It strikes us that this is all you really
need to do.

MR. ROSENSERG: Sometimes the reasons are not so obvious - suppose both
assets and salaries have risen significantly. If there has been a pattern
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of salary scale losses that have been compensated by very good investment

earnings and the prospects of investment earnings being lower in the future,
the presence of the gain or loss analysis in the report can be used by the
actuary as a warning that plan costs may rise significantly in the future.

MR. JAMES A. BEIRNE: Some of my plans have accountants auditing the act-
uarial report. In their letter to management, the auditors may say that
nothing is wrong with the valuation, but they may recommend certain im-

provements in the area of collecting data. Are the management reports
you are discussing duplicating work, or is the actuary's management re-
port and the auditors report conflicting in any way?

MR. SINGER: I do not think so. We may discuss administrative practices,
but the thrust of the management report is more toward the elements of
plan design, actuarial procedures and assumptions.

We do get into recordkeeping, but in the sense of considering a data base
approach where indicated. If a particular area of concern did occur to

both the auditors and us, so be it. That would just fortify the result.
The incremental expense would be minor.

MR. MAHONEY: We do not audit the data either. Our reports state that
we have checked the data for reasonableness and have relied on what the

employer has furnished us. However, we do perform a life-by-life
reconciliation of active, retired, and vested terminated lives frc_ one
year to the next.

Paul, do you use the actuarial report as a consulting tool at TPF&C?

MR. ROBBERSON: Many times in a client situation, the actuarial report
can be used as a pool of information from which you can glean enough facts,
figures, and results, so that you can construct a scenario of "what would
happen if ...?". For example, what would happen if we gave the retired

population a 5_ increase plus 1% for each year since 19707 Or, what would
happen if we changed the formula from 1.2 to 1.3% of final pay? If you
have the results in the actuarial report, you can give quick '"oall park"
answers for that type of thing.

One item in the report that I find especially helpful is the s_ization

of employee data by age and service, or age and salary cells. Considerable
analysis can be done from such a display. It is handy to have it in
the report.

MR. MAHONEY: Personally, I want to discuss the report in detail with the
client and, in the course of the reviewing and explaining the results,
other items arise. In that sense the report may indirectly serve as a

consulting tool, or lead to subsequent studies. However, we do not use
the report per se as a consulting tool.

MR. FELLERS: I think the report is one of the most important tools you
have. The one drawback to using Schedule B as a valuation report is that
your real actuarial visibility to the client is your report. You should

use the report both to present your results, and to determine what else
the client needs. For example, when APB 8 came along, the information

started appearing in the report, and l think it should. When ERISA came
along, previous minimum contributions may have been superceded by the
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min_ required by ERISA. The report ought to explain what the differ-
ence is, and what has happened. The report should be a cutting edge in
developing these concepts for the client.

MR. GERALD G. TOY: I try to use the report as a consulting tool. I
find that it is a convenient time to get together with my clients, some-
times the only time during the year I have the chance to make suggestions.

I have noticed that auditors' reports almost always have last year's re-
sults alongside this year's results. I have found this approach to be
a convenient way of conveying changes in the plan to n_ clients, but I
have not generally put it into printed form. How do the panelists feel
about this ?

MR. ROBBERSON: We report both current year and previous year values in
the major results section of the TPF&C report_ but not in the supporting
tables. The items reported for both years would include normal cost,

supplemental (or actuarial liability), present value of vested benefits,
present value of accrued benefits, mini_,q, maximums and asset values.

MR. SINGER: We do year-to-year comparisons also. We also include c_-

parisons of pay of the covered group, and participant counts.

MR. THOMAS BLF2tKREY: We have recently been looking not just at year-to-
year changes, but going back over several years and selecting so_e key
data - salary rates, count, employer contribution rates, and so forth.
It is very interesting to go back ten to fifteen years and follow the

trend. I think the client finds that rather interesting.

MR. GEORGE C. WICKS: I have a question about terminology. Has anyone
adopted the recommendations of the interprofessional group using such
terms as annual actuarial value for normal cost, or are you staying with
traditional language?

MR. ROBBERSON: We are staying with traditional TPF&C language which
differs from Hansen which differs from Buck. I feel that the recommended

language is too complicated. One of the reasons we have developed and
used the pie chart presentation is to educate the client on what our terms
mean.

MR. SINGER: We have not adopted the new notation. In 1976 we stan-
dardized our langua@e to what we could agree as closely as possible was
the language of ERISA.

MR. MC LAUGHLIN: The actuarial profession has a great need for standard
nomenclature. We have not, however, adopted the new terminology. The

actuaries continue to use what has generally been used in our reports.

MR. MAHONEY: I was on the terminology committee, but I am not using the
new terminology. That report represented a significant compromise among

the various members. I can understand the views of some people outside
the profession such as the accountants, who have trouble with our various
terms. If we do not settle the terminology issue, we may be forced into

using terms we do not like. A new c_mmxlttee has been formed, and maybe
they will came up with something more palatable.
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MR. MICHAEL R. GREENSTEIN: If we do not get standard nomenclature, it

may be done for us. If the Financial Accounting Standard Board is going
to promulgate rules on pension plan reporting, it will probably include
terminology as well.

I have a question on the frequency of valuations. Do you consider doing
valuations other than annually? If so, what is your opinion on whether
or not the accrued liability portion of Schedule B requires, in effect,
annual valuations?

MR. ROBBERSON: For most clients, we do annual valuations. In my office
we do a triennial valuation for one client. The client does his own
interim valuations. The Schedule B is based on the last triennial val-

uation plus estimates which include the client's own interim calculations.

For another client we perform valuations every two years. The Schedule
B in the intervening year is based on estimates made with the prior

valuation. In the case of present values of accrued benefits, we are
now calculating present values a% both the beginning and end of the year,
so that the end of the year calculation may be used as the beginning of

the year calculation in the following year when a valuation is not made.

MR. SINGER: We naturally have a strong preference for annual valuations.
We permit non-annual valuations, but only under specified conditions
such as no previously uncosted plan changes and no assumption changes.
We nmst satisfy ourselves that costs have not changed beyond tolerable

limits since the last valuation. With regard to the accrued benefit
liabilities we prefer simply to document the date of the last valuation,
and put down the last solid number we have, and will not update it.




